
Endpoint Privilege 
Management 

Allow normal users to elevate 
administrator privileges with an option 
for time-limited rights. Achieve more 
control on application usage through 
policy management. 

Manage 
Administrator 
Privileges 
Across 
Endpoints

Secure administrator account access and control application 
usage on endpoints

Manage or remove local 
administrative rights and 
allow controlled application 
management across endpoints 
in your organization. 

Zero Trust 
Security 

PCI, SOX, NIST etc. mandate 
passwords to be managed 
across IT equipment including 
endpoints.

Demonstrate 
Compliance

Reduce your attack surface by 
removing local administrator 
rights on desktops and 
endpoints. 

Prevent Malware
and Ransomware
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Sectona Endpoint Privilege Management (EPM) is a comprehensive, integrated, privilege management 
software solution built to secure what matters – the privileged accounts.  

The solution is thoughtfully designed to help organizations cater and adapt to emerging needs with 
ease.  It allows a diverse set of users – be it core administrators, remote vendors or developers to access 
critical IT systems and applications securely from any machine, any location, any time. 



Core Features

Control and secure 
administrator account usage 
across Windows and Mac 
endpoints

Windows And 
Mac Protection

Facilitate workflow-based 
policies to enable secure 
access for users

Workflow 
Controls 

Centrally control least 
privilege policy. Allow 
apps and processes to be 
elevated on endpoints for 
specific users or groups 

Centralized Policy 
Management

Dynamically profile and 
inventorize endpoints in 
your organization and easily 
implement least privilege 
policies

Inventorize 
Assets

Automatically discover 
applications that need 
administrative privileges

Application 
Discovery

Leverage RESTful APIs 
to stitch together your 
technology stack and 
journey

Extensible 
API

Secure local administrative 
passwords with purpose-built 
embedded vault

Password 
Management

Centrally push updates 
and agents required for 
managing endpoints

Automated 
Updates 
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Why Sectona

Integrate not just Windows but also Mac 
endpoints and workstations.

Go 
Beyond

With Sectona’s built-in and unexposed 
embedded vault, leverage commercial-grade 
high availability with near zero data loss and 
ensure tamper-proof robust security.

Achieve High Reliability 
and Security

Gain higher ROI with integrated single stack 
platform for privileged access management, 
devops secrets management, privileged access 
governance and privileged account analytics.

Realize More 
Value

Sectona is a Privileged Access Management company that helps enterprises mitigate the risk of targeted attacks on privileged accounts spread across data centres and the cloud. Sectona helps secure dynamic remote workforce access across 

on-premise or cloud workloads, endpoints and machine-to-machine communication.

For more information, visit www.sectona.com and follow @SectonaTech on X (Twitter) or @Sectona on LinkedIn
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